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An Improved Method of Digital
Image Correlation*
Scanned densitometric data, and epipolar geometric
principles are used to correlate corresponding imagery from
stereoscopic film negatives.

INTRODUCTION

O NE OF THE major concerns of photo
grammetrists manipulating digital data

is a practical and efficient method for reduc
ing the tremendous overburden of digits into
a useful format. This study is directed specif-

A description is given of improved correla
tion strategies that exploit the perspective
geometric relationships found in aerial
photography. Advantages of perspective
epipolar geometry are included within the
analytical reduction software to better bal-

ABSTRACT: An improved digital image-correlation system has been
designed with practicality and efficiency as the major considerations.
The imagery is represented within the computer as discrete density
values spatially located using a scanning microdensitometer. The
system is designed to better use the inherent geometric relationships
between the image planes and object space in searchingfor conjugate
imagery on overlapping photographs. Initially, two-dimensional den
sity difference algorithms and enlarged search areas are used to
correlate passpoint imagery needed to compute the relative orienta
tion parameters of the photographic system. The epipolar geometric
relationships for the stereopair are then calculated and used to better
estimate the respective locations ofconjugate imagery. Searching for
corresponding imagery along epipolar lines, which contain only
x-parallax, reduces search time significantly and improves the
chances for successful correlation. Elevations are simply interpo
lated from match-point locations which determine the amount of
image point x-parallax along these lines. The horizontal position of
final object space coordinates then are determined independent of
any residual y-parallax contaminating the system.

ically towards developing an efficient digital
image-correlation procedure for identifying
and locating conjugate imagery of overlap
ping aerial photographs. All external hard
ware normally required for photographic
orientation, image-correlation, and ultimate
representation is replaced by a general
purpose digital computer.

• Presented at the Annual Convention of the
American Society of Photogrammetry, Washing
ton, DC, March 1975.

ance computational and accuracy tradeoffs.
Certainly the maximum efficiency of a totally
automated image-matching system that gen
erates three-dimensional terrain coordinates
depends upon much more than geometric
considerations. Other important factors in
clude use of interactive programming, selec
tion of appropriate density difference func
tions, and statistical reliability of a chosen
match-point. These and other factors, how
ever, are not discussed in this paper.
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OVERVIEW

Before explaining various specific stages in
the image-matching system, it is important to
give a synopsis of the overall matching
philosophy and offer enough perspective to
eventually link the individual parts to the
whole. Figures 4 and 7, relating to two
dimensional and one-dimensional searching
criteria respectively, are helpful in visualiz
ing this summary. In this paper, targets are
considered as arrays of density. values sur
rounding a specific point in the left photo
graph of the stereopair, and search areas
(always larger than target areas) are located in
the right photograph. Search areas are
two-dimensional when they are dimen
sioned larger than the target in directions of
both x-parallax and y-parallax, and are

Left Photo:

geometric relationships inherent within the
stereo system. This effectively eliminates the
guesswork concerning y-parallax, and
image-matching may efficiently revert to
searching routines along lines containing
only x-parallax. Conjugate epipolar lines are
determined and straight-line interpolations
replace bulky equations to determine terrain
coordinates. Furthermore, the horizontal loca
tion of target points are computed and inde
pendent of residual y-parallax to improve
match point accuracies.

COLLINEARITY EQUATIONS

Because of the extensive usage of the col
linearity equations throughout the image
matching processes described in this paper,
they will be written in general form here.

Right Photo:

YI. = -f

YR = -f

[
ml1(Xp-XCL) + m 12(Yp-YC/J + m 13 (Zp-ZCL)]

m31 (Xp-XC/J + m32 (Yp-YC/J + m 33 (Zp-ZC L)

[
m 21 (Xp-XCL) + m22 (Yp- YCL) + m23 (ZP-ZCL)]
m31(Xp-XCL) + m32(Yp-YCL) + m33(Zp-ZCL)

[
m'l1(Xp-XCR) + m'12 (Yp-YCR) + m'13 (Zp-ZCR)]

m'31 (Xp-XCR) + m'32 (Yp-YC R) + m'33 (Zp-ZC R)

[
m'21 (Xp-XCR) + m'22 (Yp-YC R) + m'23 (Zp-ZC R)]
m'31 (Xp-XC R) + m'32 (Yp-YC R) + m'33 (Zp-ZC R)

(I)

(2)

(3)

(4)

one-dimensional when they are dimensioned
larger only in the direction of x-parallax.
Density difference algorithms such as the
statistical cross-correlation coefficient are
formulas devised to numerically compare a
target array in the left photograph to an
equal-sized array somewhere within a search
area on the right photograph, in an attempt to
decide whether or not both arrays are de
scribing the same point.

Two basic steps are employed in image
matching. In the first step, sufficient num
bers of points within selected passpoint loca
tions are matched to attain a high-degree of
relative orientation between photographs.
This matching requires the use of two
dimensional density difference algorithms
and somewhat enlarged two-dimensional
search areas because little prior information
regarding conjugate image locations is
known. After relative orientation, the second
step involves calculating the epipolar

In the collinearity equations,! is the focal
length, the m's are rotation parameters of the
left photograph, and primed m's are rotation
parameters for the right photograph. In addi
tion, x and y refer to photographic fiducial
axis coordinates andXC, YC, andZC the ex
posure station coordi nates of either the left or
right photograph. Figure 3 illustrates the
condition of collinearity as it applies in this
paper. Equations I, 2, 3, and 4 are arbitrarily
written to express the object space axis sys
tem in the datum plane. The X model axis is
in the vertical plane containing the left
photographic fiducial x-axis and the Y model
axis is perpendicular to X at the datum nadir
point of the left photograph. It should be
noted, however, that these equations are eas
ily modified to enable the model coordinate
system to assume any convenient orientation
and position. In Figure 3, the two lines CLpP
and CRp'P pass through their respective ex
posure stations and image points and meet at
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P, a common object point. Model coordinates
Xp , Yp , and Zp are common to the four equa
tions and serve to link the left image to that of
the right. The collinearity equations will be
continually referenced throughout the bal
ance of this paper.

INPUT CONSIDERATIONS

The first input consideration is to ade
quately describe a pair of overlapping aerial
photographs to the computer. The procedure
initially requires a conversion of analogic
photographic input imagery to a numerically or
digital equivalent format. This conversion is
made with a scanning microdensitometer, a
device which scans the black-and-white (or
color) film negative with a select spot of light
whose grid position on the film is known and
recorded. The ratio of the light intensity trans
mitted through the HIm compared with the
clear air signal is analogically detected,
logarithmically amplified, and then converted
to a cOlTesponding digital integer value. The
range of numerical values and spacing of grid
sampling points are chosen to offer desired
image fidelity and positional accuracy com
mensurate with the expected usage of the end
product.

SCAN DIRECTION

For the image-matching system under con
sideration, scanning in a direction parallel to
the airbase on each negative is very advan
tageous, although not necessary. The effect of
this scan configuration, shown in Figure 1, is
to minimize kappa rotation in later orienta
tion, thus allowing scan lines to lie nearly

parallel to epipolar lines. Optimally, scans
along epipolar lines (an epipolar line is the
line of intersection between the plane of the
photograph and a plane containing the air
base and an object point) are most efficient,
but this requires knowledge of the relative
orientation parameters and specialized scan
ning equipment. Figure 2 shows the scanned
portion of two photographs scanned approx
imately parallel to the airbase. The advantage
of this scan configuration will be made clear
later.

CONJUGATE PASSPOINT ESTIMATOR

The principal and conjugate principal
points are usefi.d for approximating the relative
orientation of the stereopair, thus assisting in
pinpointing search area locations for selected
passpoint targets. In Figure 1, parameters B 1>

B 2 , D 1, and D 2 are measured with an
engineer's scale. These are then used to es
timate the location of the unknown orienta
tion parameters of the right photographic ex
posure station with respect to the left. Values
for D 1 or D 2 are negative if either lies below
the fiducial x-axis. The equations to deter
mine kappa, XC, YC, and ZC of the right
exposure station are derived from the paral
lax equations assuming vertical photography
and are equated below without proof.

Kappa = tan- t [2(D t +DJ /(Bt+B~](5)
XC R = XC L + [(B1+BJ / 2] HlfJ (6)
YC R = YC1_ + (DJ (H) / f (7)
ZCR = ZCL (B1/BJ (8)

In these equations,! is the focal length and H
is an assumed flying height above datum to
be used in relative orientation.

FLIGHT --
left scan
direction

'"<D

right scan
direction

Left (Target) Photo Right (Search) Photo

FIG.!. Desirable scan line orientations as they relate to the photographic principal
and conjugate principal points.
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OVERLAP AREA/

FIG.2. Two-dimensional density array configuration ofa pair ofoverlapping aerial
photographs. Scanner initial points are at lower left corner with coordinates (1,1) for
each photograph.

An estimated ground elevation for each
target passpoint, the approximate exposure
station parameters between temporarily as
sumed vertical photographs, and the col
linearity equations are all that are necessary
to compute approximate locations of conju
gate passpoints. Knowing XI., and Zp for a
specific desired passpoint location, an in
verse solution involving two equations and
two unknowns is made for Xp and Yp in equa
tions 3 and 4 along with the approximated
right exposure parameters as knowns, image
coordinates XR and YR are determined. This
technique serves the image-matching system
well as a search location estimator. The same
idea, it will be shown, is used after the re
fined relative orientation parameters are
known to determine epipolar lines. Attention
first is turned to performing passpoint corre
lation and solving for these refined relative
orientation parameters.

Two-DIMENSIONAL IMAGE CORRELATION

It is important to provide for a strong rela
tive orientation in order to accurately deter
mine the parameters for searching along
epipolar lines. For this reason considerable
time is spent during the search for conjugate
passpoints to assure desired accuracy. The
system presently accepts up to 60 passpoints,
and provi des several bu iIt-i n rejection
criteria to safeguard against poorly matched
passpoints. The relative orientation program
is fully partitioned allowing easy passpoint
rejection, and allows for the solution of many

passpoints at little additional computational
burden. Redundant information is utilized to
offset the inherent limitation of describing
discrete points as arrays representing, at best,
a spot area on the ground.

Figure j shows the optimum passpoint lo
cations chosen internally within the program.
Each circle represents a group of passpoints,
and five of the six standard passpoint loca
tions have two groups of passpoints indi-

H

RE LATIVE
ORIENTATION

x

Xp

FIG.3. Passpoint selection and relative orienta
tion.
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cated. Within each group, any number of
passpoint targets can be selected and
matched to serve in relative orientation. If,
for example, there are 11 passpoint group
areas selected, and four passpoint targets are
chosen within each area, the system will have
44 passpoints available for the solution of ex
posure station orientation parameters.

SEARCHING IN TWO-DIMENSIONAL SPACE

Figure 4 depicts the two-dimensional
search routine operation, using as an example
a five-row-by-five-column passpoint target
selected from the passpoint group located
near the center of the left photograph. This
target represents an image point 1242 scans
and 469 elements from the scanner initial
point (shown in Figure 2) on the left photo
graph. The estimated search area location,
assumed to contain the conjugate target
image, is indexed in the lower left corner at
1140 scans and 144 elements of the right
photograph. The search area is 15 rows by 15
columns in this example, but normally can be
on the order of 50 rows by 50 columns with a
maximum of 100 rows by 100 columns. The
search area need not be square.

The target contains integers representing
the actual gray-shade densities surrounding
the circled center point. The search area, al
though represented by blank squares, is also

filled .with integer densities representing
image densities in the right photograph. For
each column and row lag position, imagine
the target being superimposed upon the
search area. Lag position is the number of
columns and the number of rows that the
lower left target element is offset from the
lower left search area element. The shaded
portion of the search area represents the
target at column lag position eight and row
lag position eight. At each position, corres
ponding density integer values are compared
by using a density difference algorithm. That
lag position indicating the strongest similar
ity in density and arrangement is chosen as
the conjugate match point. (The match accep
tance or rejection criteria, although ex
tremely important, will not be discussed.)

The use of passpoints in groups allows
easier detection of passpoint mismatches.
Often when one passpoint is mismatched, the
entire group is suspect. The relative orienta
tion is able to reject individual passpoints or
entire groups of passpoints until orientation
to the desired accuracy is achieved. After the
parameters for the exposure stations have
been determined, the system is ready to re
vert to one-dimensional searching in order to
match the remaining imagery. The idea of
epipolar geometry is discussed next to intro
duce concepts necessary for providing this
convenience.

left right TWO-DIMENSIONAL

~ :8\
SEARCH ROUTI N E

I ;\
lCOLLAG~

I ~SEARCH<t. 1154-....
I I

TARGET
.. .. ....

84 79 79 74 68 1244 .. .... ....

85 84 83 69 70 -- . .. .... -I- tf)
tf) c

<t.
c .. . ... ....

<1l- 93 86 75 70 65 <1l- I .... .. .. <J
<J

I
tf)

95 87 73 63 59 tf)

C..9 I

96 89 85 67 56 1240 <
--'

"- elements
~

:i:
to "- 0..,.

I
..,. a:

.L 1140
..,.

elements to..,. '"~ ~

FIG. 4. Search routine in two-dimensional space. A 5-by-5 target array lagged within a 15-by-15
search array is depicted.
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EPIPOLAR GEOMETRY

Image comparison is greatly simplified if
one keeps in mind the geometric configura
tions present between image planes and ob
ject space. These relationships are easily ap
plied by using specialized perspective
geometric techniques that some photogram
metrists call coplanarity and others call
epipolar geometry. The relationships impor
tant to this discussion are shown in Figure 5.
In this simplified sketch, the epipolar axis is
another term for the airbase, the line joining
exposure stations. Recall thatthe condition of
collinearity requires the exposure station,
image point, and object point to lie along the
same straight line. In Figure 5, these col
linear lines form the edges of the epipolar
plane. The epipolar plane, which depicts the
condition of coplanarity, contains by defini
tion the epipolar axis, the image points]J and
p', and the corresponding object point P. The
lines of intersection between the epipolar
plane and the two photographic image planes
are called conjugate epipolar lines. With
these terms in mind, the utility of these rela
tionships can be explained.

The most important concept of epipolar
geometry to be realized in image-matching is
that conjugate imagery is always found along
conjugate epipolar lines, regardless of photo
graphic orientation. Exactly where a conju
gate image point is found along the conjugate
epipolar line is dependent only upon the ele
vation of the object point. Points situated on
epipolar lines are void of y-parallax. What

EPIPOLAA AXIS

-)L-_-+__-,.-__~--':X

Xp

FIG. 5. An epipolar look at coplanarity.

remains along any epipolar line is x-parallax,
which of course determines elevation.

An explanation of the method used to lo
cate conjugate epipolar lines using the col
linearity equations will help explain the ad
vantages of epipolar geometry, and serves to
introduce the techniques involved in one
dimensional searching methods.

ONE-DIMENSIONAL IMAGE CORRELATION

If a conjugate point is known to lie along a
predetermi ned Iine, the search routine be
comes one-dimensional. The reduced search
area saves huge amounts of computational
repetitiveness and often provides for a more
reliable match-poi nt.

EPIPOLAR LINE DETERMINATION

The determination of conjugate epipolar
lines is explained with the aid of Figure 6. In
the procedure used, only a simple manipula
tion of the collinearity equations is used to
generate conjugate epipolar lines. This ap
proach is preferred over other methods be
cause a single targeted image point can locate
conjugate epipolar lines.

The steps for locating conjugate epipolar
lines, given a single target point and matrix
methods of solutions (refer to Figure 6) are-

(1) Given the relative orientation parameters of
the left photograph and the x and y image
coordinates of target point a, first solve the
col linearity equations 1 and 2 inversely for
the X and Y coordinates of point A, using an
elevation Z ,. The solution involves two equa-

FIG. 6. Method for determining conjugate
epipolar lines.
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tions and two unknowns. ext choose a new
model elevation Z2 and again solve for the
model coordinates of point a, at model posi
tionA 2. Note that a change in elevation affects
the horizontal model position of image point
a.

(2) Given the relative orientation parameters of
the right photograph and the now-known
model coordinates of A" solve collinearity
equations 3 and 4 directly for the right photo
graphic image coordinates ofa' l' Point a' 1 by
definition lies along an epipolar line conju
gate to a yet undetermined line in the left
photograph which contains a. In similar fash
ion, determine the right image coordinates of
a'2 using model pointA 2 and its model coor
dinates.

(3) The coordinates of right photographic image
points a' 1 and a'2 describe the right epipolar
line containing the conjugate point of a as
chosen in the left photograph. This line is at
the intersection between the epipolar plane
containing A 1 and A2 and the right photo
graph.

(4) What remains now is to describe an addi
tional point in the left photograph to give
direction to the left epipolar line passing
through point a. This is done by working the
process in reverse. Starting at point a'2 in the
right photograph, we could easily relocate
point a by determining model coordinates of
A2 using elevation Z2 and equations 3 and 4
inversely. Then we could solve for image
coordinates of a using equations I and 2 di
rectly. However, reassigning for image point

a'2a model elevation ofZ 1 and solving equa
tions 3 and 4 inversely locates point B across
from AI' Using these model coordinates and
equations 1 and 2 directly locates a second
image point b along the epipolar lines pass
ing through the original point a.

Elevations 2 1 and 2 2 control the location of
the endpoints used to describe the conjugate
epipolar lines. The elevation initially as
signed to 2 1 corresponds to that of a nearby
passpoint elevation and later depends upon
previously determined image model eleva
tions to properly locate the epipolar end
points. Elevation 2 1 in conjunction with 2 2

serves to describe only that length ofepipolar
lines which is needed to span localized por
tions of the respective images. All targets
along the left epipolar line can be matched to
their respective conjugate images along the
right conjugate epipolar line before new
lines need be computed. In general, the
number of sets of conjugate epipolar lines
that must be generated roughly corresponds
to the number of scans needed to cover the
photograph.

SEARCHING IN ONE-DIMENSIONAL SPACE

Although epipolar lines are used to deter
mine target and search centerpoint locations,
the arrays used to describe these locations are
formed by elements located along scan lines.
Figure 7 is a schematic of targeting and

<t

I

ONE- DIMENSIONAL

SEARCH ROUTINE

1 1149

CD
<
...J

EPIPOLAR
LINE

right

II ft.

\SEARCH

left

1 1

GET/ <t

\
2 ,,, .... u ,~

TAR
EPIPOLAR
LINE

124

1237=#=
(l)
(l)

'"FIG. 7. Search routine in one-dimensional space. The
epipolar lines but arrays are along original scan lines.

array centers are determined by the
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searching in one-dimensioanl space. The ex
ample target contains one row offive density
values and is centered along the target epipo
lar lines at 1242 scans and469 elements from
the scanner initial point. The search area is
incremented along the conjugate epipolar
search line and is made up of densities along
that scan line closest to the search center.
Since the scans were oriented nearly parallel
to the airbase, there is good agreement be
tween epipolar lines and scan lines. Exces
sive jumping across scan li'nes during
searches becomes a burden when indexing
future search areas for subsequent points.

After the chosen target's conjugate point is
matched using density algorithms, the target
is incremented one column position and the
search area is re-centered one column posi
tion over from the previous successful match
point and a new match point is determined.

The success of this pure one-dimensional
search routi ne depends upon the exactness of
the relative orientation parameters. If an ex
cess of y-parallax exists from relative orienta
tion, the true search area may be other than
along the conjugate epipolar line. To check
for y-parallax, several targets are selected
near each endpoi nt of the target epipolar Ii ne.
These points are then searched in two
dimensional mode within search areas which
include the conjugate epipolar line. If the
chosen image match-points near each of the
endpoints of the computed search epipolar
line are not along the line, y-parallax exists.
This y-parallax is either eliminated by
slightly shifting the conjugate epipolar line
or by requesting an update on the relative
orientation parameters. For those situations
involving minor y-parallax, the target is ex-

panded to contain perhaps three scans, but
remains centered on the left epipolar line.
The search area is expanded to accommodate
a two-dimensional target but is still in
cremented only in the direction ofx-parallax.

SEPARATION OF MODEL X AND r FROM Z I

THE SYSTEM

If excessive y-parallax is present in the
model due to poor relative orientation, it
would be convenient to prevent this parallax
from contami nati ng the resuI tant terrai n
coordinates. In relative orientation for exam-

CL EPIPOLAA AXIS CR

CROSS RATIO

ZP,

h = (P,-Pj cos a

-l[~Ja ,.. TAN __

I

FIG. 8. Elevation interpolation from epipolar
lines.

B B B

Y

X

SPOT SIZE & ELEVATION

ns (B f)
/:;. Z == -----:-----:----:

(x-x') (x-x'-ns)

X

X-PARALLAX

/:;.X= /:;.Z(x/f)

/:;.Y= /:;.Z(y/f)

X

Y-PARALLAX

/:;.X == a

/:;. Y == a
/:;. Z == a

FIG. 9. Effects of spot size, x-parallax and y-parallax on model coordinates_
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pIe, as exposure station parameters are de
termined, remaining unknown model points
are also being solved using equations 1,2,3,
and 4 which determine model coordinates
XI', Yp , and Zp. Thus any residual y-parallax
will contaminate the solution of unknown
points. This can be avoided if the elevation
determination is separated from X and Y.

In the one-dimensional image matching
system only the left photograph determines
XI' and Yp model coordinates. The elevation
is determined based upon the location of the
conjugate point along the conjugate epipolar
line in the right photograph. With the eleva
tion Zp determined, the collinearity equa
tions 1 and 2 can be solved inversely to
determine where the image ray intersects
the model space at Zp.

Figure 8 shows how a difference in eleva
tion is determined solely hom position along
epipolar lines. Fortunately the ultimate ele
vation of a selected match poi nt can be inter
polated knowing the elevation ZpI used to
determine one endpoint of the conjugate
epipolar line. Using the basic law of projec
tivity, that being the theory of the cross-ratio,
it can be seen that elevation differences along
a collinear line extending from the left
photograph are related to distances along the
search epipolar line where the match point is
ultimately determined. Once a match point is
determined, its corresponding elevation is
determined by simple ratio. Using this eleva
tion in equations 1 and 2 which describe the
line from the left exposure station through
the target point to where it intercepts the
model at Zp, the horizontal model coordi
nates are obtai ned.

Although y-parallax is effectively pre
vented £i·om further contaminating the spatial
location of spots imaged on the left photo
graph, the same is not true when mismatches
occur in the direction of x-parallax. Figure 9
shows the effects of both x-parallax and
y-parallax, expressed in terms of the whole
number ofdecimal spot size ofdisplacements
(ns) upon the model X, Y, and Z coordinates.
In the figure, B is the distance between ex
posure stations and! is the focal length. The
image target coordinates x and y, as well as
the conjugate match-point x' value, are
needed to locate the point within the model
space. The error expressions given are ap
proximate in that they assume vertical pho
tography.

Elevation differences caused by x-parallax
as seen in Figure 9 (center) affect X and Y of
the model depending upon the location of the
image in the left photograph. The effect of
elevation on horizontal positioning is most

severe at the edges of the model area. Note,
for example, that the ground spatial coordi
nates of the left photographic principal point
image are unaffected by errors in elevation.
Figure 9 (right) indicates that although
y-parallax is present, its effect is eliminated
in the determination of the model coordi
nates. Since the X and Y coordinates are de
termined from the left exposure station
parameters only, and y-parallax has no effect
on elevation differences, this statement is
true. However, as is often the case, difler-"
ences in y-parallax in one-dimensional
search methods could lead to mismatches of
imagery along the direction ofx-parallax. Ex
panding target sizes while retaining one di
rection of search is a reasonable compromise
to this problem.

CONCLUSION

Many other comments and suggestions re
garding strategies in digital image-matching
can be made concerning computational
shortcuts, mass storage requirements, den
sity difference algorithms, other perspec
tive geometrical advantages, utility of the
system, application, cost, etc. This paper,
however, is limited only to an explanation of
some basic geometrical considerations for
achieving a practical solution to image
matching on densitized aerial photographs.
Other solutions to the same problem have
been used and are working. They possess
various advantages and disadvantages in
comparison to the method presented herein.

The final evaluation of any image
matching system can only be made after im
plementation into a useful applications sys
tem. Terrain coordinates derived from this or
any other system must meet the cost and ac
curacy requirements dictated by the ultimate
user.
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